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Abstract
We investigate the nonlinear dynamic behavior of an electrostatic MEMS mirror. The MEMS mirror is driven by repulsive force
actuators, which avoid pull-in instability and enable large travel ranges. In parallel-plate actuators, the force on the structure is
toward the substrate limiting the range of motion to the capacitor gap. Unlike parallel-plate, repulsive force actuators push the
mirror away from the substrate not limiting the motion. The highly nonlinear nature of the repulsive force and the large motions
create unique characteristics that differ from parallel-plate actuators. Repulsive force actuators show linear natural frequency hardening with increased DC voltages unlike parallel-plate ones that have frequency softening. A large parametric resonance is another
attribute of repulsive force actuators as the limitations of a small gap and pull-in instability are eliminated. To simulate the system
response, we use a lumped parameter model with linear and cubic stiffness modulated by the excitation voltage that causes parametric resonances. Using the shooting technique, we obtained simulations that agree well with the nonlinear responses observed in
our experiments. As the limitation of a small gap is overcome, the electrostatic force triggers large principal parametric resonances
with amplitudes as large as the primary resonance. The parametric resonance is more pronounced at low DC excitation levels when
geometric nonlinearities are not significant (axial stress is low). While the initial gap is only 2 microns, under parametric resonance,
our one-millimeter diameter mirror reaches ±43 µm at 1.2 KHz when the excitation level is as low as VDC = 40 V, VAC = 1 V in
a vacuum. The ability to achieve parametric resonances with repulsive force actuation can serve and improve the signal-to-noise
ratio and speed in various applications such as confocal microscopy.
Keywords: MEMS mirror, Repulsive Force, Hardening Behavior, Nonlinear Dynamics

1. Introduction
Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) enabled creating high performance miniaturized
optical devices such as spectrometers [1] to measure and detect gases and confocal micro-endoscopes
[2–4] to obtain high-resolution imaging. Other bio-medical and aerospace applications include
optical coherence tomography [5, 6], spatial light modulators [7, 8], adaptive optic applications
[9–11], auto-focus camera systems [12, 13], telescopes [9, 11] and laser-based communications
[14]. The main component of these measurement devices is a MEMS mirror used for optical path
modulation. Among different actuation mechanisms for micro-mirrors including electrothermal,
∗
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electromagnetic, piezoelectric and electrostatic [15–17], the latter is the most popular because of
its fast speed, low power consumption, ease of fabrication and small size. These interesting features of electrostatic micro-mirrors are now used in widespread industrial applications. However,
there are two main limitations on electrostatic actuation to obtain a large stroke. First, pull-in instability hampers parallel-plate configurations and comb-drive devices. Second, the devices require
a high voltage.
Researchers have devised methods to extend the travel range of the actuators by using levers
[14], pantograph suspensions [10], soft polymers [18] and control-based approaches, including
current and charge control [19, 20]. The lever-bending approach increases travel range by applying
the electrostatic force only to a part of the actuator [21]. However, this method requires high
voltages that are not desirable. In another design, Chan et al. [22] added a series of capacitors to
keep the electrostatic force constant by controlling the applied voltage. This method again requires
high input voltage.
Pull-in occurs when the mechanical restoring force is no longer able to overcome the electrostatic force, which leads to a collapse of the microstructure causing a stiction problem or permanent
damage to the microstructure. Several designs have been proposed to reduce the pull-in possibility
[23–26]. Among different designs, repulsive electrostatic force configuration is superior to others, because it not only eliminates the pull-in occurrence but also it enables a large out-of-plane
motion at lower voltages. That means, it does not restrict the motion of the microstructure to the
vertical gap, which is usually a few microns [27]. This large travel range is achieved by pushing
the microstructure away from the substrate by using the fringe-field electrostatic force.
The repulsive force scheme was first proposed in 1992 by Tang et al. [28] for comb-drive
levitation. Using the asymmetry of an electrostatic field, Lee et al. [29] created a repulsive force
for lateral motion. In 2005, He and Ben Mrad [27] presented a MEMS out-of-plane actuator using
the repulsive force concept and derived an analytical expression for the repulsive force using the
conformal mapping technique.
Despite several studies on static characterization of repulsive force actuators [30, 31], there is
a lack of knowledge about the complicated dynamic behavior of these devices arising from the
repulsive force. The repulsive force is highly nonlinear, which affects the performance and signalto-noise ratio of operating devices. Unlike the parallel-plate actuators where the formulation of the
electrostatic force is straightforward, the expression for repulsive force is far more complicated.
This nonlinear repulsive force triggers nonlinear responses that require further investigations.
This study provides a thorough experimental and analytical investigation of the nonlinear dynamic behavior of a MEMS mirror with repulsive force actuation. Building upon our knowledge
from micro-beams, we present an analytical lumped parameter model and verify our simulations
with experimental results. The unique property of the repulsive mechanism allows large motions
that lead to combined nonlinearities from geometry and the electrostatic force. We report several
interesting nonlinear characteristics such as frequency hardening, secondary resonances as well
as parametric resonances, that have never been reported for micro-mirrors driven by the repulsive
force.
Comparable nonlinear dynamic behaviors of electrostatic actuators such as frequency softening and secondary resonances have been reported for MEMS parallel-plate electrodes [32–34] and
micromirrors [35–37]. More attractive than other nonlinear responses, parametric resonances that
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occur at twice the natural frequency have caused special interest because of the large distinctive
responses that can improve sensing, filtering and actuation [38–44]. Low damping environments
and the modulation of stiffness by the electrostatic force increase the possibility of parametric
resonances. There are several examples of MEMS mirrors driven by parametric resonances such
as comb drive microscanners [44], Fourier-transformed infrared spectrometers [1] and confocal
microscopes [45, 46]. In this study, we present a one millimeter diameter mirror that shows parametric resonance with ±32 µm piston motion at 1.2 KHz when DC voltage is 40 V and AC voltage
is 1 V. Such low voltage operation and a large range of motion are useful features for confocal microscopy. Our study reveals a better understanding of the parametric resonance of repulsive force
actuators and helps in designing higher performance devices with larger signal-to-noise ratios and
resolutions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the operating principle. Section 3
presents the experimental setup and discusses results. Mathematical modeling and the system
identification are elaborated in Section 4, followed by a conclusion in Section 5.
2. Principle of Operation
The system consists of a MEMS mirror plate surrounded by four sets of circular repulsive
force actuators attached to middle beams (Figure 1 (b)). The middle beam is attached to the mirror
plate through converting springs and the movable finger on the edge is anchored to the substrate
through anchoring springs. Each unit of the actuator consists of a movable finger above three
fixed electrodes on a substrate (Figure 1 (e)). This configuration was introduced by He et al.
[16, 27] to produce a repulsive force that pushes the moveable finger out of plane. The movable
and center electrodes are grounded, while the side electrodes have voltages. This arrangement
creates an asymmetric electric field forcing the movable finger to move to an equilibrium point
away from the substrate (Figure 2a). The location of this equilibrium point is directly above the
center electrode at a distance highly dependent on the geometry of the electrodes. If the movable
finger is placed at a distance smaller than the equilibrium point, it will experience a net force away
from the electrodes. Otherwise, it will be attracted toward the substrate. With the dimensions we
have chosen, this equilibrium point is at 30 microns (Figure 2b). As it is shown in Figure 2c,
for the distances above the equilibrium point, the net force is downward (attractive) and for the
distances below the equilibrium point, the net force is upward (repulsive).
Upon applying the same voltage difference to four sets of actuators, the repulsive force makes
the actuators rotate along rotation axes. This rotational behavior is converted to translational motion of the mirror using converting springs (Figure 1 (d)). Compared to a previous design [30],
which used a square area for the actuators, here we used a circular area with circumferential fingers. Using circumferential fingers in our new design not only reduces the form factor, but also
increases the length of fingers (the longest finger from 836µm to 1094µm) in the same area. This
increase leads to a larger repulsive force and hence a larger displacement at a specific voltage.
3. Experimental Results and Discussion
The actuator system is made of polysilicon and is fabricated through a PolyMUMPS standard
commercial fabrication process [47]. The mirror and actuator dimensions are listed in Table 1.
3

Figure 1: Presented mirror model. (a) Microscope image of whole device. (b) Top view of 3D model. (c)
Isometric view of the 3D Model. (d) The first mode shape of the system obtained from ANSYS. (e) A unit
cell of the repulsive actuator configuration. The dimensions are given in Table 1. (f) Closer view of the
finger configuration in the 3D model.

Figure 2: Finite Element Simulation using COMSOL package including (a) Electric field contours, (b)
Force profile for the unit cell as the vertical gap H varies at V = 1 V , (c) Electrostatic force distribution on
the moving finger at the vertical distance of H2 (top figure) and H1 (bottom figure). For the bottom figure,
the net force on the moving finger is upward (repulsive). For the top figure, the net force is downward
(attractive).
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Parameter
Actuator mass
Actuator outer diameter
Mirror diameter
Moving finger width
Ground fixed finger width
Voltage fixed finger width
Mirror thickness
Moving finger thickness
Ground fixed finger thickness
Voltage fixed finger thickness
Initial gap
Gap between fixed fingers

Symbol
Value Unit
m
1.3647 × 10−8
kg
Do
3370 µm
Dm
1000 µm
Wgm
20.5 µm
Wg f
32.5 µm
Wv f
28 µm
tm
2 µm
tm f
2 µm
tf
0.5 µm
tf
0.5 µm
H
0.75 µm
G
20.75 µm

Table 1: Dimensions for the MEMS mirror in Figure 1.

This section reports the static and dynamic measurements of the motion of the mirror.
3.1. Static Measurement Setup and Results
We used a WYKO NT 1100 optical profiler to measure the displacement of the mirror center
while applying a DC voltage. The optical profiler provides 3D surface profiles of the mirror and
the actuators. For our circular finger arrangements, the static displacement curve is presented in
Figure 3. The figure indicates that the mirror is released from the substrate after 30 V, and it
becomes almost stationary beyond 90 V. The release voltage depends on the humidity level as the
cause of the stiction is the adhesion (capillary) force between substrate and mirror plate [48]. At
DC voltages below a threshold voltage (30 V), the spring force of the actuators and the generated
repulsive force cannot overcome the adhesion force on the mirror, and the mirror stays stationary.
At the threshold voltage, the adhesion force gets smaller than the two other forces and the mirror
releases from the substrate. The increase in the repulsive force because of increased DC voltage,
moves the mirror to higher positions until the position does not increase significantly because of
the weak electrostatic force at large gaps around 43µm.
3.2. Dynamic Measurement Setup and Results
The experimental setup for the dynamic tests consists of a data acquisition system and a Laser
Doppler Vibrometer (MSA-500). The schematic of experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4. The
setup is used to characterize the dynamic behavior of the MEMS mirror under various excitation
levels. The displacement decoder of the vibrometer sends an analog input into the DAQ. The data
acquisition is NI-6251 (DAQ) from National Instruments connected to a LabVIEW software. The
DAQ output passes through a voltage amplifier. An amplified sinusoidal voltage signal goes into
the device placed in a vacuum chamber. Simultaneously, the data from the DAQ is entered into
the computer and is post-processed to obtain time history and frequency response curves.
To determine the linear natural frequency of the system, we obtain the response at relatively
high damping (with a vacuum pressure of 120 mTorr) and low AC excitation (VAC = 1 V). The
5
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Figure 3: Static deflection versus DC Voltage.

Figure 4: Experimental setup with doppler vibrometer

results, shown in Figure 5, reveal a linear increase in the natural frequency as DC voltages increase.
This indicates a hardening effect of repulsive force on the linear natural frequency.
To examine the nonlinear response, we decrease the pressure from 120 mTorr to 35 mTorr and
record the frequency response curves at different DC voltages keeping the AC voltage constant at
1 V, see Figure 6. Results indicate that increasing the DC voltage increases the maximum amplitude at resonance up to a certain voltage (above 50 V) and drops at 60 V. This fact can be
6
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Figure 5: Linear natural frequency obtained for different DC loads at 120 mTorr. Red squares indicate
measured values.
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Figure 6: Experimental frequency curves as DC voltage varies from 40 V to 90 V at AC voltage is 1 V at 35
mTorr.

explained in corresponding to Figure 3 where at 60 V, the slope of the static deflection decreases
significantly. In other words, for voltages above 60 V, the electrostatic field weakens and the mechanical restoring force dominates (stiffening effect) that causes the drop in the primary resonance
7

amplitudes. The weak electrostatic field and small amplitudes beyond 60 V then suppress the
parametric resonance response at twice the natural frequency. This fact can be explained by the
reduction of the amplitude term, u, and its powers in Equation (14) (described in Section 4.3) that
leads to the disappearance of parametric excitation.
Because of our interest in parametric resonance, we conducted our experiments in the low
DC voltage range. At low DC excitation levels, the structural nonlinearity is not dominant, and
we can observe large parametric resonances at the subharmonic resonance location (twice the
natural frequency). These experimental results show that the largest amplitude occurs near the
excitation frequency of 2ωe /n where ωe is the electromechanical natural frequency of the mirror
and n ≥ 1, i.e. n = 1 for the first principal parametric resonance [38, 39, 49, 50]. The time
modulated parameters (i.e. linear and cubic stiffness), and low damping are given as the sources
of this type of behavior [39, 51, 52]. The source for modulating the electromechanical stiffness
is the fringing electric field with time-varying voltage components [42, 53, 54]. In our case the
fringe field effect is dominant, which causes large parametric resonances. The oscillations are
more pronounced because the pull-in is no longer a limitation. We develop a lumped model to
simulate the parametric resonance response as will be described in Section 4.
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Figure 7: Experimental frequency response curve when DC is 95 V and AC varies from 0.5 to 4.5 V. The
pressure of the vacuum chamber is 35 mTorr for this case.

To investigate the effect of AC excitations on the nonlinear responses, we test the mirror at two
DC voltages. First, we test the mirror at a high DC voltage of 95 V and a low pressure of 35 mTorr.
In Figure 7 we present experimental frequency curves for the primary resonance. This figure
indicates softening and hardening behavior. It is deduced that at low AC loads, softening behavior
is dominant. The presence of the softening behavior is because of the fringing field electrostatic
force that will be determined in Section 4.1. The electrostatic force contains a quadratic term
(right hand side of Equation (4)) that causes frequency softening. As the AC voltage increases, the
response becomes larger and softening behavior turns to hardening. The hardening behavior gets
dominant as larger deflections increase the tensile axial stresses. This increase stiffens the structure
and is called the midplane stretching effect [55]. The stretching effect appears as a positive cubic
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Figure 8: Experimental forward and backward frequency curves when DC load is 40 V at 35 mTorr around
(a) primary resonance at VAC = 1 V. (b) Principal parametric resonance at VAC = 1 V. (c) Superharmonic
resonance as AC voltage varies. (d) Superharmonic resonance growth at large AC excitation of 10 V.

term in the left-hand side of Equation (4) that dominates the negative cubic term of the electrostatic
force. Most of the electrostatically actuated MEMS devices experience softening type of behavior
because of a negative quadratic stiffness term. Allowing large deformations (because of pull-in
elimination) is a unique property of repulsive force actuation that grows the mid-plane stretching
effect in the structure and causes nonlinear frequency hardening. This growing stiffness at high
DC voltages prevents the appearance of parametric resonance as seen in Figure 6.
Next, we investigate the response at low DC voltage (when the equivalent stiffness of the
actuator is lower) and report a wide range of nonlinear characteristics. Figure 8 presents the
frequency response curves near fundamental frequency and secondary resonances at VDC = 40 V.
Results demonstrate superharmonic resonance of order two and principal parametric resonances
at twice the natural frequency. Figure 8a shows that forward and backward sweeps can capture
hysteresis. Because this is a hardening-type behavior, the largest amplitude is obtained using
forward sweeps. In Figure 8b, we present the frequency response curve of the principal parametric
9

resonance. From the results, we see the same hardening and hysteresis trend as in the primary
resonance. Figures 8c and 8d present the effect of AC voltage on superharmonic resonance. The
results show that the superharmonic resonance is triggered after a critical AC load and as the
amplitude of the AC voltage increases, the hysteresis grows.
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Figure 9: Measured frequency response curve as AC voltage varies for (a) fundamental resonance for DC
38 V, (b) principal parametric resonance for DC 38 V, (c) fundamental resonance for DC 40 V. (d) principal
parametric resonance for DC 40 V.

To explore how the frequency range for parametric resonance evolves as the voltage increases,
we present frequency responses for DC voltages of 38 V and 40 V as the AC voltage varies from
0.4 V to 1 V, see Figure 9. Parts (a) and (b) of this figure show the effect of AC load on primary
and parametric resonances when the DC voltage is 38 V including backward and forward sweeps.
For VDC = 40 V , the fundamental linear resonance occurs at 600 Hz and principal parametric
resonance happens at 1.2 kHz at the location of subharmonic resonance of order one-half. It is
seen that parametric resonance is as large as the primary resonance. Opposite direction sweeps
demonstrate hysteresis, which grows with the increase of AC voltage. The growth of the hysteresis region with the AC voltage is an indication of expansion of transition curves (instability
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tongues) for parametric resonance [49]. This huge parametric resonance is a distinct attribute of
the repulsive force actuator that enables the effect of electrostatic parametric excitation to thrive
because the motion is now not limited to a few microns. Such large amplitudes at high frequency
(twice the natural frequency) and low voltage are intriguing features that improve the signal to
noise ratio and fast speed in optical measurements.
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Figure 10: Transition curve of principal parametric resonance for VDC = 40 V. Markers indicate measured
data and the lines show the data interpolation.

To examine the parameter space where parametric resonance is activated, we mapped the transition curve for the principal parametric resonance of DC 40 V (Figure 10). This curve separates
the trivial response from the large bounded parametric resonance inside it. To map the curve, we
used the experiments presented in Figure 9d. The curve records the jump frequency of the forward
sweep on its left side and the jump frequency of the backward sweep on its right side. It is noticed
that if the driving parameters (i.e. AC load and excitation frequency) are within this wedge we
can observe the presence of parametric resonance (non-trivial response). If these parameters are
outside this wedge, the behavior stays quiescent during the excitation [56]. The transition curve
expands by increasing the AC voltage and that proves parametric resonance exists. Also, the presented transition curve shows that, depending on the damping, there is a critical AC voltage input
required to see the parametric resonance jumps [53]. For example, in our experiments we could
detect parametric resonances for AC voltages above 0.6 V (shown by markers) and we found the
intersection of two sides of the curve by interpolation (shown by red line). The AC voltage at
this intersection (about 0.42 V) was estimated to be the critical AC load for the appearance of
parametric resonance.
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4. Mathematical Modeling and System Identification
In this section, we present a lumped parameter model that simulates the nonlinear dynamic
nature of the system. Such a simulation can delineate the nonlinear phenomenon observed in the
experiment and can be a useful tool to explain the behavior of micro-structures with a repulsiveforce mechanism. Modeling the continuous system of our actuator is very sophisticated. One can
approximate the micromirror structure in Figure 1 with a single degree of freedom lumped parameter system. We consider a nonlinear lumped parameter oscillator as following:
m f ẍˆ + c f ẋˆ + k f x̂ + γ x̂3 = (Vdc + Vac cos(Ωtˆ))2 · F( x̂)

(1)

in which m f , c f , k f and γ are effective mass, damping coefficient, effective stiffness, and cubic stiffness coefficient respectively. The right-hand side represents the electrostatic force. Our lumped
system is an equivalent one-degree-of-freedom model that represents the suspension springs consisting of anchoring springs, moving fingers, the middle beam, and the converting spring (Figure
1c). We are studying the first mode that is axis-symmetric. The boundary conditions are the end of
anchoring spring, which is a beam clamped to the substrate, and the end of the converting spring,
which is a beam attached to the mirror plate. Because the mirror plate acts as a stiff plate, it allows vertical movements, but restricts in-plane displacements. This entails a zero slope and zero
shear force at the connection beam to the mirror plate and can be considered as guided boundary
condition. We add the nonlinear cubic term based on the mid-plane stretching effect that can be
observed for clamped-clamped or clamped-guided beams undergoing large deflection compared
to their thickness [55].
By dividing both sides of the Equation (1) by m f and introducing following non-dimensional
parameters
tˆ
1
x̂
(2)
t= , T =
x= ,
d
T
ωn
we can rewrite it in the following form:
ẍ + 2ξ ẋ + x + αx3 = (Vdc + Vac cos(ΩT t))2 f (x)
where ωn =

q

kf
mf

this equation, α =
force.

c
is the mechanical natural frequency and ξ = √ f
2

mf kf

(3)

is the damping ratio. Also in

F(xd)
γd2
, f (x) =
and the right-hand side is the non-dimensional electrostatic
k
m f dω2n

4.1. Identification of Electrostatic Force
The electrostatic force can be obtained from numerical methods like a finite element analysis
(FEA) or from static experimental data. Here we use the former for two reasons. First, we do
not have the Voltage-displacement for DC voltages below 30 V because the mirror is stuck to the
substrate. Second, during the static test, the mirror can not go beyond the saturation limit of 44µm
no matter how much voltage we apply. So, again we do not have any Voltage-displacement data
12

that could give us force-displacement information for displacements larger than 44(µm). Therefore, if we use static test data, at best, we can get the electrostatic force for 30µm < x < 44µm and
that does not cover the entire dynamic range of the devices including transient and steady-state
regions. To obtain the electrostatic force from FEA, we have used the force profile obtained for a
simplified 2D model of the unit cell of the actuator (Figure 2 c). This simplification assumes the
moving fingers are rigid and neglects their deformation relative to the middle beams (Figure 1).
As we see later, this leads to an overestimation in static simulations, but avoids a time-consuming
and complicated simulation of the 3D model.
Using the electrostatic force profile for the 2D model of the actuator unit cell, we obtain an
equivalent electrostatic force for the lumped-parameter model as described below. The schematic
of the mirror and one set of actuators consisting of movable fingers (beams) is shown in Figure 11.
We start from beam 1 and repeat the process for other beams. The cross section of a beam with
other electrodes underneath is shown in Figure 1 e and the corresponding the electrostatic force per
unit length at 1 V is shown in Figure 2 c. Because of the curved geometry of the beams, each point
of a beam experiences different vertical displacement as the mirror lifts (Figure 11). For example,
in Figure 11, points B and C are on same beam, but they experience different displacements. In our
calculation, the average of displacement at the beginning and end of the beam is considered as the
displacement for the beam. Then, multiplying the force by the beam length yields the total force
on the beam. Performing this process for each beam and adding force profiles together we can
get the force profile as a function of the mirror displacement (F( x̂)). To get the non-dimensional
F( x̂)
), we have to estimate the expression of m f ω2n . m f is the effective
electrostatic force ( f (x) =
m f dω2n
mass of the structure considering the contribution of each part in the kinetic energy of the system,
which is difficult to obtain. As an estimate, we consider the total mass of the structure (m) as the
equivalent mass given in Table 1. ωn is the mechanical natural frequency, taken from the finite
element analysis of the 3D model of the mechanical structure. The nondimensional electrostatic
force profile identified for the lumped parameter model is shown in Figure 12.
To examine the accuracy of the identified electrostatic force, we compare the static response
obtained from this force profile with the experimental results. Inserting this force profile into
Equation (3) and setting the derivatives to zero, we can solve for the static solution and compare
it to the static measurements, see Figure 13. It is clear that the force calculated from the 2D FEM
model predicts a larger static solution than the experimental results. This discrepancy happens
because the model neglects beam deformations relative to their base. In the physical structure, the
tips of the beams will be above their base, which causes the tips to experience lower electrostatic
force compared to their base. The assumption of a rigid beam leads to an overestimation of the
calculated electrostatic force and the static vertical position. However, even with such a simplified
lumped parameter force profile, the dynamical response results are promising as will be presented
in Subsection 4.3.
Using a 9th order polynomial fit for the force profile of Figure 12, Equation (3) can be rewritten
as following.
9

Ωt 2 X
(Ai xi )
ẍ + 2ξ ẋ + x + αx = (Vdc + Vac cos( ))
ωn
i=0
13
3

(4)

Figure 11: Schematic of the mirror and beams in one set of actuators once the mirror lifts
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Figure 12: The polynomial fit of the identified electrostatic force at 1 V Volt as the gap varies. This force
profile presents the equivalent electrostatic force of the lumped model. The force and the gap are nondimensional.

where Ai are given in Table 2. Note that electrostatic force, once brought to the left side of the
equation, will have a positive quadratic stiffness and a negative cubic stiffness. These nonlinear
terms cause frequency softening, which at large deflections evolves to frequency hardening because of the mid-plane stretching effect (positive cubic term on the left side). This is analogous to
Figure 7.
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Parameter
Length used to nondimensionalize
Mechanical Natural Frequency
Nonlinear spring
Damping ratio
Damping ratio
Damping ratio
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant
Non-dimensional Force Constant

Symbol
d
ωn
α
ξ0
ξ1 , Vdc = 50 V
ξ1 , Vdc = 40 V
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9

Value
10 µm
2π × 300 rad/s
0.009
0.0001
0.04
0.06
0.0103
0.0025
−0.0048
0.0022
−5.4506 × 10−4
8.7048 × 10−5
−8.9464 × 10−6
5.7305 × 10−7
−2.0809 × 10−8
3.2713 × 10−10

Table 2: Parameters used for mathematical modelling.

4.2. Stiffness and damping Identification
In this section, we determine linear and nonlinear stiffness terms from dynamic test results.
First, we construct the Jacobian matrix for the undamped form of Equation (4) at the stable equilibrium point (x0 ):
"
#
0
1
A=
(5)
2 ´
−1 − 3αx02 + Vdc
f (x0 ) 0
By computing the eigenvalues of this matrix, one can determine the linearized electromechanical natural frequency of the system at the equilibrium point by using its imaginary part:
q
ωn imag(λ) ωn
2 ´
fe =
=
+1 + 3αx02 − Vdc
f (x0 )
(6)
2π
2π
The resonant frequency at low AC excitations from the experiment is our best guess for this linearized electromechanical natural frequency, fe that changes linearly with the applied DC voltages
(Figure 5). To determine the mechanical natural frequency, ωn , we use finite element modeling as
. Comparing the results from Equation (6) at two
an initial guess, which yields ωn = 2π × 390 rad
s
different DC voltages, we found ωn = 2π × 300 rad
. This deviation from the finite element results
s
can be explained by imperfect rigid boundaries at the connection of the actuator to the substrate
and the initial curvature of the MEMS mirror after fabrication which was not accounted by the
FE model. The cubic stiffness, α, is a nonlinearity from tensile axial stress applied to the actuator beams on four sides. As this stress increases with DC voltage, we identify α at different DC
voltages to match the experimental results.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the static deflection results from simulations and experiments. For the simulations, the force is calculated from the 2D finite element force profiles.

Vibration of the mirror and its supporting structure in air dissipates energy, which is modeled
with a damping coefficient. Because the mirror is tested near the vacuum condition, the continuity of air as a medium is not held and therefore we cannot use continuum based equations
like Navier-Stokes to calculate the damping coefficient. Instead damping should be modeled with
molecular-regime based approaches. Because of complexity of the mirror structure, simulating the
air molecule dynamics and their interaction with the mirror is difficult and computationally expensive. Also during one cycle of vibration the mirror goes through two different energy dissipation
mechanisms. For instance, as the mirror is far from the substrate, the interaction between the structure and air molecules is like damping of a moving object in free air. However, as the mirror gets
close to the substrate air is trapped between the mirror structure and substrate, and squeeze film
damping dominates the energy dissipation. To model this phenomenon, we have used a damping
ratio that accounts for the change of damping in one cycle by modulating it with amplitude-gap
ratio. This change of damping with amplitude-gap ratio is reported in the [57] for a case of single
microbeam. For more explanation on free molecular regime damping one can refer to [58]. The
damping ratio and its modulation with amplitude-gap ratio is considered as following.
ξ = ξ0 + ξ1 ( x̂/gap)

(7)

where the gap is the summation of initial gap and static deflection at the DC voltage. The dependence of damping on frequency is not considered in this model. Here, we choose damping ratio
coefficients ξ0 and ξ1 to match the results with the experimental results as listed in Table 2.
4.3. Simulation Results
Using Equation (4), we can predict the response of the lumped parameter model and investigate
its accuracy by comparing it to the experiments. The shooting method (described in the Appendix)
is used to obtain the frequency response of the system at two different DC voltages. Damping ratios
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are identified comparing the simulations against experimental results as listed in Table 2. Figure
14a shows the results for Vdc = 50 and Vac = 1, which is in good agreement with the experimental
results. This close agreement validates the lumped parameter model.
To check the model, results are also obtained at Vdc = 40 V and Vac = 1 V (Figure 14b).
Comparing theoretical with experimental results, one can notice that the lumped parameter model
accurately captures the dynamical amplitude and nonlinear resonance frequency. According to
experiments, the maximum response occurs at fn = 620(Hz), which the model predicts with only
a 1.6% error ( fn =630 (Hz)). For the resonance peak amplitude, the model yields almost the same
result as the experiment (34µm). Furthermore, this model can capture the parametric resonance
observed in the experiment. The second peak at twice the natural frequency is the principal parametric resonance that shows zero response outside the parametric frequency band. However, there
is a difference between predicted and measured amplitudes at the parametric resonance. Authors
believe the reason for this lay down in the damping model. The actual damping is far more complicated for the large range of motion the device experiences (±43µm). This complication becomes
worse considering the near vacuum region, where we are at the molecular-damping regime for positions close to the substrate. The simplified damping model also prevents us from having accurate
predictions for the resonance bandwidth at very high voltage like 95 V.
In addition, the discrepancy of the bandwidth between simulations and experiments stems from
simplifications made to model the whole complicated structures with a simple lumped model. In
reality, there are fabrication imperfections and non-ideal boundary conditions which affect the
results and are not considered here. Also, the electrostatic force is identified for the lumped model
which again is not equal to the actual electrostatic force exerted on the micro structure and that
affects the frequency bandwidth.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Comparison of simulated and measured frequency responses at (a) Vdc = 50 V and Vac = 1 V,
(b) Vdc = 40 V and Vac = 1 V.

The reason for the appearance of parametric resonance will be explained by manipulation of
Equation (4) to make it in the form of generalization of Mathieu equation. By expanding the
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excitation term in Equation (4) one can write
9

2Ω
Ωt X
1 2
2
Cos( t) + 2Vdc VacCos( )] (Ai xi )
ẍ + 2ξ ẋ + x + αx3 = [V˜dc + Vac
2
ωn
ωn i=0
where
2
V˜dc = VDC
+

2
Vac
2

(8)

(9)

At low AC voltages, we can ignore Vac component (Vdc  Vac ). Using the following change of
variables
Ωt
x = x0 + u, τ =
(10)
2ωn
where x0 and u are static and dynamic part of the solution. Ignoring the quartic and higher order
terms, we can rewrite Equation (8) in the form of a forced generalization of Mathieu equation up
to the third term.
ü + 2µu̇ + (δ1 + f1 cos(2τ))u + (δ2 + f2 cos(2τ))u2 + (δ3 + f3 cos(2τ))u3 = f0 cos(2τ)

(11)

Its difference with conventional Mathieu equation is that here linear and nonlinear stiffness terms
vary with time, while Mathieu equation only contains a time varying linear stiffness. Examples of
these generalized Mathieu equation can be found in [52]. In Equation (11), δi and fi are given in
the appendix and
2ξωn
(12)
µ=
Ω
Equation (11) analytically proves the presence of the principle parametric resonance. Both direct
and parametric excitation terms are present in this equation that can explain some observations.
From experiments, one notices the characteristic of parametric resonance at twice the natural frequency (Figure 8b), but not at resonance (Figure 8a). That means the response outside the hysteresis region is zero for the former and is nonzero for the latter. This implies that the direct excitation
controls the resonance, while the parametric excitation dominates at the twice the resonance. This
leads to the appearance of principal parametric resonance and not the fundamental parametric
resonance.
5. Conclusion
To summarize, we investigated the nonlinear nature of repulsive force actuators. We presented
a lumped parameter model of system that agreed well with the nonlinear responses observed experimentally. We report linear frequency stiffening as a characteristic of repulsive force actuators
opposite to parallel-plate actuators, which show linear frequency decreases with increased DC
voltages. The repulsive force contains negative cubic and quadratic stiffness terms that cause nonlinear frequency softening; however, they are dominated by the nonlinearity of the large deflection
of the structure that causes frequency hardening. Such prominent frequency hardening responses
have been rare for parallel plate actuators as their motion is limited to the capacitor gap.
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Among all nonlinear attributes, the repulsive force actuator shows significant parametric resonance at twice the natural frequency with an amplitude as large as the primary resonance. By
manipulating of the governing equation, we have shown the parametric excitation is inherent in
the system as the linear, quadratic, and cubic stiffness terms are modulated by the time-varying
AC voltage. Our mathematical model enables us to simulate the principal parametric resonances
that are in a close agreement with the measured responses. This study indicates repulsive force
actuators can be used to create large amplitudes at high frequencies (using parametric resonances)
to improve speed and resolution (by increasing signal-to-noise ratio) of imaging devices.
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Appendix A: Shooting Method
To find the dynamic response of the system, Equation (4) is solved using shooting techniques
outlined in [55]. First, Equation (4) is rewritten in state-space form.
(
ẋ1 = x2
P
ẋ2 = −2ξ x˙2 + −x1 − αx13 + (Vdc + VacCos( ωΩtn ))2 9i=1 (Ai x1i )
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Then, four new variables are defined to help find the initial conditions to capture the steady-state
response.
x3 =

∂x1
∂η1

x4 =

∂x1
∂η2

x5 =

∂x2
∂η1

x6 =

∂x2
∂η2

where η1 is the initial displacement and η2 is the initial velocity. Including the newly defined
variables, the state-space equations become:








































ẋ1 = x2
ẋ2 = −2ξ x˙2 + −x1 − αx13 + (Vdc + VacCos( ωΩtn ))2
ẋ3 = x5
ẋ4 = x6
ẋ5 = (−1 − 3αx12 + (Vdc + VacCos( ωΩtn ))2
ẋ6 = (−1 −

3αx12

+ (Vdc +

VacCos( ωΩtn ))2

9
P

9
P

(Ai x1i )

i=1

(Ai ix1i−1 ))x3 − 2ξx5

i=1
9
P

(Ai ix1i−1 ))x4 − 2ξx6

i=1

They are integrated over one period (T) using ode45 in MATLAB with the initial conditions shown
below.
x(0) = [η1

η2

1

0

0

1]

To determine the approximate error in the initial conditions, ∂ηi , the results for x at time T are used
in the following equation,
) (
) (
)
( ) h(
x3 (T ) x4 (T )
1 0 i−1 η1 − x1 (T )
∂η1
=
−
x5 (T ) x6 (T )
0 1
η2 − x2 (T )
∂η2
The initial conditions are then corrected with using the approximate error.
x = [η1 + ∂η1

η2 + ∂η2

1

0

0

1]

This process is repeated until the errors are sufficiently small and the results for x1 and x2 converge.
To analyze the stability of the solution, the monodromy matrix is constructed.
"
#
x3 (T ) x4 (T )
x5 (T ) x6 (T )
The eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix (Floquet multipliers) show whether the solution is stable. Floquet multipliers outside the unity circle in the complex plane indicate an unstable solution
while inside the unity circle indicate stable solutions [49].
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Coefficient of generalization of Mathieu Equation
9

δ1 = (

X
2ωn 2
2
iAi x0i−1 )
) (1 + 3αx02 − V˜dc
Ω
i=1

(13)

9

X i(i − 1)
2ωn 2
2
δ2 = (
) (3αx0 − V˜dc
Ai x0i−2 )
Ω
2
i=2

(14)

9

X i(i − 1)(i − 2)
2ωn 2
2
δ3 = (
) (α − V˜dc
Ai x0i−3 )
Ω
6
i=3
f0 = 2Vdc Vac

9
X

Ai x0i

(15)

(16)

i=0
9

f1 = (

X
2ωn 2
iAi x0i−1 )
) (−2Vdc Vac
Ω
i=1

(17)

9

f2 = (

X i(i − 1)
2ωn 2
) (−2Vdc Vac
Ai x0i−2 )
Ω
2
i=2

(18)

9

X i(i − 1)(i − 2)
2ωn 2
) (−2Vdc Vac
Ai x0i−3 )
f3 = (
Ω
6
i=3
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(19)

